
The Deadly Desert Crossed
by L. Frank Baum from The Road to Oz

This passage is from The Road to Oz, a sequel to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. In this book, Dorothy
meets new friends on her way to visit Oz again. The shaggy man is a wandering man that she and her dog,
Toto, met in Kansas. Button-Bright is a little boy who often gets lost. Polychrome, or Polly for short, is the
Rainbow’s Daughter and has fallen off her father’s rainbow.

As the passage begins, the group has arrived at the Deadly Desert, a desert that will turn all flesh that it
touches into dust. A friend of the shaggy man has built a sand-boat for the group to sail across the desert
safely.

---------------------------------------

They now looked more carefully at the sand-boat, and saw that the bottom was modeled with two sharp
runners which would glide through the sand. The front of the sand-boat was pointed like the bow of a ship,
and there was a rudder at the stern to steer by.

It had been built just at the edge of the desert, so that all its length lay upon the gray sand except the after
part, which still rested on the strip of grass.

“Get in, my dears,” said the shaggy man; “I’m sure I can manage this boat as well as any sailor. All you
need do is sit still in your places.”

Dorothy got in, Toto in her arms, and sat on the bottom of the boat just in front of the mast. Button-Bright
sat in front of Dorothy, while Polly leaned over the bow. The shaggy man knelt behind the mast. When all
were ready he raised the sail half-way. The wind caught it. At once the sand-boat started forward—slowly
at first, then with added speed. The shaggy man pulled the sail way up, and they flew so fast over the
Deadly Desert that every one held fast to the sides of the boat and scarcely dared to breathe.

The sand lay in billows, and was in places very uneven, so that the boat rocked dangerously from side to
side; but it never quite tipped over, and the speed was so great that the shaggy man himself became
frightened and began to wonder how he could make the ship go slower.

“If we’re spilled in this sand, in the middle of the desert,” Dorothy thought to herself, “we’ll be nothing but
dust in a few minutes, and that will be the end of us.”

But they were not spilled, and by-and-by Polychrome, who was clinging to the bow and looking straight
ahead, saw a dark line before them and wondered what it was. It grew plainer every second, until she
discovered it to be a row of jagged rocks at the end of the desert, while high above these rocks she could
see a tableland of green grass and beautiful trees.
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“Look out!” she screamed to the shaggy man. “Go slowly, or we shall smash into the rocks.”
He heard her, and tried to pull down the sail; but the wind would not let go of the broad canvas and the
ropes had become tangled.

Nearer and nearer they drew to the great rocks, and the shaggy man was in despair because he could do
nothing to stop the wild rush of the sand-boat.

They reached the edge of the desert and bumped squarely into the rocks. There was a crash as Dorothy,
Button-Bright, Toto and Polly flew up in the air in a curve like a skyrocket’s, one after another landing high
upon the grass, where they rolled and tumbled for a time before they could stop themselves.

 The shaggy man flew after them, head first, and lighted in a heap beside Toto, who, being much excited at
the time, seized one of the donkey ears between his teeth and shook and worried it as hard as he could,
growling angrily. The shaggy man made the little dog let go, and sat up to look around him.

Dorothy was feeling one of her front teeth, which was loosened by knocking against her knee as she fell.
Polly was looking sorrowfully at a rent in her pretty gauze gown, and Button-Bright’s fox head had stuck fast
in a gopher hole and he was wiggling his little fat legs frantically in an effort to get free.

Otherwise they were unhurt by the adventure; so the shaggy man stood up and pulled Button-Bright out of
the hole and went to the edge of the desert to look at the sand-boat. It was a mere mass of splinters now,
crushed out of shape against the rocks. The wind had torn away the sail and carried it to the top of a tall
tree, where the fragments of it fluttered like a white flag.
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Questions

1. Who sat in the front of  the sand-boat?  

2. What was above the rocks?  

3. Why did the sand-boat crash into the rocks?  

4.  Where did the group land? 
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 Vocabulary List

Each of the vocabulary words below are used in the reading passage. As you read the passage, pay
attention to context clues that suggest the word’s meaning.

1. runners
2. scarcely
3. billows
4. despair
5. rent
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 Context Clues

Using context clues from the sentences in the passage, underline the correct meaning of the word in
boldface.

1) “the bottom was modeled with two sharp  runners which would glide through the sand”

a. sliders or blades     b. ropes or strings     c. racers     d. wheels; tires

2) “every one held fast to the sides of the boat and  scarcely dared to breathe”

a. nervously; anxiously     b. hardly; barely     c. quickly or rapidly     d. bravely

3) “The sand lay in  billows, and was in places very uneven”

a. pools; ponds     b. tall hills or mountains     c. waves or ridges     d. airy clouds

4) “the shaggy man was in  despair because he could do nothing to stop”

a. deep trouble     b. amazement; wonderment     c. great joy     d. misery or sadness

5) “Polly was looking sorrowfully at a  rent in her pretty gauze gown”

a. house payment     b. wrinkle or crease     c. rip or tear     d. stain or mark
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